Lofting Instructions
17th, Frontier, Sanford
metal stabilizer bar

Rubber mallets can be checked out from the front desk.

1. Attach stabilizer bar to middle notch of bed ends on the side facing the wall to create base.

2. With mattress removed, use mallet to loosen frame, then add safety rail to create frame.

3. Place pins into holes on bed ends of the base.

4. Lift bed frame onto base.

5. Use mallet to pound frame and base together. Be cautious not to pinch fingers.

6. Add mattress. Hold both frame AND base while pushing bed into place, and check that legs aren’t crooked.

Caution: Be careful not to hit the sprinklers while lifting the bed, and ONLY attempt with at least 2 people.

Need assistance? If you need something repaired or replaced in your room, submit a Fix It request: housing.umn.edu/FixIt